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SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
SUB-MINIATURE PLIERS

MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER miniature side cutters with cushion
grip handles which are opened by a leaf spring. Suitable for cutting soft wire up to 1.5mm.

SUB-MINI BOX JOINT PLIERS sub-mini box joint pliers manufactured from quality stainless
steel. The sprung jaws
have vinyl grips, length
overall 75mm.

CODE
030-111
030-113
030-115
030-711

Length 110mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Sub-Mini Box Joint Half Round Nose Plier........... £4.99
Sub-Mini Box Joint Round Nose Plier.................. £4.99
Sub-Mini Box Joint Flat Nose Plier....................... £4.99
Sub-Mini Box Joint Plier Side Cutter.................... £4.99

CODE
PL0743

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Side Cutter 125mm............................... £2.79

MINIATURE TOP CUTTER miniature top cutters with cushion grip
handles which are opened by a leaf spring. Suitable for cutting soft
wire up to 1.5mm.

MINIATURE PLIERS

Length 125mm.

MINIATURE LONG NOSE PLIERS a pair of miniature long nose
pliers with cushion grip handles which are opened by a leaf spring.
The jaws are lightly serrated and include a cutter, cutting capacity
1mm soft wire.
Length 125mm.
CODE
PL0744

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Top Cutter 125mm................................ £2.79

MINIATURE PLIER ROUND NOSE a miniature round nose plier
with 27mm smooth jaws. Lap jointed with PVC grips and frictionless sprung handles. Satin Finish, length overall 130mm.
CODE
PL0740

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Long Nose Plier 125mm....................... £2.79

LIGHT DUTY MINIATURE NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS a light duty
pair of miniature needle nose pliers with cushion grip handles
which are opened by a leaf spring. The 55mm jaws taper to a fine
point.
CODE
030-547

Length 145mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Plier Round Nose.................................. £2.99

MINIATURE PLIER EXTRA LONG NOSE a miniature plier with
50mm smooth half round jaws. Lap jointed with PVC grips and
frictionless sprung handles. Satin Finish, length overall 150mm.
CODE
PL0934

TYPE
PRICE
L/Duty Miniature Needle Nose Plier..................... £2.99

MINIATURE COMBINATION PLIERS a of miniature combination
pliers with cushion grip handles which are opened by a leaf spring.
The jaws are lightly serrated and include a cutter, cutting capacity
1mm soft wire.
CODE
030-545

Length 120mm.

CODE
PL0040

MINIATURE COMBINATION PLIERS a high quality pair of combination pliers manufactured from selected steel. Insulated handles,
lightly serrated jaws and spring loaded handles.
Length 125mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Combination Plier 120mm.................... £2.79

OUR SHOP IS NOW OPEN AT
100 LONDON ROAD BOGNOR REGIS
Monday - Saturday 9.00 to 5.30
FREE PARKING FOR 2 HOURS
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TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Plier Extra Long Nose........................... £4.50

CODE
PL0022

-

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Combination Plier................................. £4.99

FA X . 01243 842525

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
MINIATURE LONG NOSE PLIER a high quality pair of long nose
pliers manufactured from selected steel. Insulated handles and
lightly serrated
jaws for a firm
grip. Spring loaded
handles. Length
115mm.
CODE
PL0032

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Long Nose Plier.................................... £4.99

MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER a high quality pair of miniature side
cutters manufactured
from selected steel.
The handles are
spring loaded for
repetitive working.
Length 110mm.
CODE
PL0052

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Side Cutter............................................ £4.99

FINE POINT ELECTRONICS SIDE CUTTER a miniature lap jointed mini side cutter which is ideal for electronics, The narrow
blades are ideal for fine work in confined areas. The handles have
PVC grips and
are sprung for
convienent
working. Length
overall 125mm.

CODE
030-210

TYPE
PRICE
Fine Point Electronics Side Cutters 125mm......... £4.99

TAPERED HEAD SIDE CUTTER a high quality lap jointed side
cutter with tapered head and flush cutting jaws. The cutting edge
of the jaw is set at an angle to assist fine work, the jaws are
ground flush, ideal for cutting frets etc. The jaws are sprung for
repetitive working.
Length overall
130mm. Cutting
capacity up to
1mm soft wire.

CODE
030-525

TYPE
PRICE
Tapered Head Side Cutters.................................. £12.99

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIERS a range of good quality miniature pliers with finely ground jaws. The half round plier is ideal for
general purpose and fine work, the round nose are ideal for working small components in restricted space. The flat jaw plier is ideal
for holding thin gauge material and general work. The bent nose
plier has finely ground jaws with a 45° set which is ideal for positioning small components in restricted work places. Length
100mm.

CODE
PL0100
PL0110
PL0120
PL0130

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIER SET containing one each of the
above pliers.**SAVE £4.96 based on singles price.**

CODE
PLS135

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIER SIDE CUTTER a good quality
side cutter, ideal for cutting plastics up to 3mm diameter and copper wire up to 1.2mm dia.
Comfortable sprung handles.

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Plier Set of 5......................................... £24.99

MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER
5" SIDE CUTTERS pressed steel construction with PVC coated
handles. Cutting capacity 0.2-1.2mm copper wire. Flush cutting
edges.

CODE
PL0140

MINIATURE PRECISION PLIERS
An excellent range of miniature precision pliers of pressed stainless steel and finely ground jaws. All types have an opening
spring and comfortable insulated handles. 5 types available, sold
individually and in a set of 5.

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Plier Half Round.................................... £5.99
Precision Plier Round Nose.................................. £5.99
Precision Plier Flat Nose...................................... £5.99
Precision Plier Bent Nose..................................... £5.99

TYPE
PRICE
5" Side Cutter....................................................... £3.99

EXTRA LONG HANDLE PLIERS
MINIATURE NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS WITH LONG HANDLES a
pair of miniature needle nose pliers with extended handles. The
slim jaws are 55mm long. The handles are sprung open by a leafspring. Jaw Length 55mm. Length overall 185mm.

Length 90mm.

CODE
PL0090

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Plier Side Cutter.................................... £5.99

CODE
PL37LH

TYPE
PRICE
Long Handle Needle Nose Pliers......................... £3.99
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HOBBY PLIERS

HIGH QUALITY CRAFT PLIERS

MINI-PRO PLIER FLAT NOSE a good quality stainless steel flat
nose miniature plier with box joint and frictionless spring. The jaws
are smooth, jaw length 22mm, jaw width 5mm tapering to 3mm.
Length overall 120mm.

A range of quality pliers which are ideal for light and delicate handling of small components, are well suited to small assembly and
craft work. Each has a forged steel frame with a box joint for reliability and stability. Comfortable light PVC grips and return spring.
MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER SIDE CUTTER a miniature flush cut
diagonal side cutter with a 13mm cutting edge. Box jointed with
PVC grips and sprung handles. Cutting capacity:- 1mm diameter
copper wire. Length 120mm.

CODE
PL5602

TYPE
PRICE
Mini-Pro Plier Flat Nose........................................ £4.99

PRO-PLIER NEEDLE NOSE a good quality stainless steel half
round needle nose miniature plier with box joint and frictionless
spring. The jaws are lightly serrated for 10mm at the tip then
smooth for the remainder. Jaw length 50mm, jaw width 6mm tapering to 1.5mm. Length overall 145mm.

CODE
PL5622

CODE
PL7341

TYPE
PRICE
Craft Plier Side Cutter........................................... £6.99

MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER HALF ROUND a miniature half round
plier with 20mm smooth jaws. Box jointed with PVC grips and
sprung handles. Available with straight or bent nose. Length
130mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Pro-Plier Needle Nose 145mm............................. £5.99

HIGH QUALITY MINI LONG NOSE PLIERS a high quality mini
long nose plier with smooth jaws that taper to a sharp point. The
sprung handles are fitted with vinyl handles. Length overall
125mm.

CODE
PL7345
PL7342

TYPE
PRICE
Craft Plier Half Round Straight Nose.................... £6.99
Craft Plier Half Round Bent Nose......................... £6.99

MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER ROUND NOSE a miniature round
nose plier with 15mm smooth jaws. Box jointed with PVC grips
and sprung handles. Length 135mm.

CODE
030-629

TYPE
PRICE
H/Q Mini Long Nose Plier 125mm........................ £5.99

HIGH QUALITY MINI SIDE CUTTER FOR SPRUES & FRETS a
high quality mini side cutter with razor sharp jaws, ideal for cutting
sprues and brass frets. The sprung handles have vinyl grips.
Length overall 125mm.

CODE
PL7343

CODE
030-627

CODE
PL7344
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MINIATURE CRAFT PLIER FLAT NOSE a miniature flat nose
plier with 20mm smooth jaws. Box jointed with PVC grips and
sprung handles. Length 130mm.

TYPE
PRICE
H/Q Mini Side Cutter for Sprues & Frets 125mm. £5.99

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Craft Plier Round Nose......................................... £6.99

-

TYPE
PRICE
Craft Plier Flat Nose............................................. £6.99

FA X . 01243 842525

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
KLEIN PLIERS AND CUTTERS
A range of high quality pliers and cutters. Drop forged steel frame with a
box joint for reliability and stability. Well finished with PVC grips and frictionless return spring. Ideal for miniature assembly, model making and
craft work. Manufactured in Germany.

KLEIN MINIATURE SIDE CUTTER a high quality stainless steel
side cutter with box joint and frictionless spring. The ground jaws
have a bevelled cutting edge. Jaw length 15mm. Suitable for cutting soft material up to 1.5mm. Length overall 115mm.

KLEIN MINIATURE FLAT NOSE PLIER a high quality stainless
steel flat nose miniature plier with box joint and frictionless spring.
The ground jaws are smooth, jaw length 24mm, jaw width 5mm
tapering to 4mm. Length overall 120mm. Manufactured in
Germany.

CODE
030-155

CODE
030-151

TYPE
PRICE
Klein Flat Nose Plier 120mm................................ £9.99

KLEIN MINIATURE ROUND NOSE PLIER a high quality stainless
steel round nose miniature plier with box joint and frictionless
spring. The ground jaws are smooth, jaw length 24mm, jaw diameter 5mm tapering to 1mm. Length overall 120mm. Manufactured
in Germany.

CODE
030-153

TYPE
PRICE
Klein Round Nose Plier 120mm........................... £9.99

KLEIN MINIATURE SNIPE NOSE PLIERS high quality stainless
steel snipe (½ round) nose miniature pliers with box joint and frictionless spring. The ground jaws are smooth, jaw length 25mm,
jaw width
7mm tapering to 1.5mm.
Length overall 120mm.

CODE
030-152
030-251

TYPE
PRICE
Klein Snipe (½ Round) Nose Plier 120mm........... £9.99
Klein Snipe (½ Round) Bent Nose Plier 120mm.. £9.99

KLEIN MINIATURE TOP CUTTER a high quality stainless steel
top cutter with box joint and frictionless spring. The ground jaws
have a bevelled cutting edge. Jaw width 17mm. Suitable for cutting soft material up to 1.5mm. Length overall 115mm.

CODE
030-154

TYPE
PRICE
Klein Top Cutter 115mm....................................... £12.99

TYPE
PRICE
Klein Side Cutter 115mm...................................... £12.99

KLEIN FORMING PLIERS a range of high quality forming pliers
manufactured in Germany from selected stainless steel. Each
plier has a box joint and frictionless spring. The various combination of jaws are ideal for a range of tasks such as forming and
holding rings, bending etc. The jaws are smooth, jaw length
25mm, jaw width 7mm at widest section gently tapering. Length
overall
130mm.

CODE
030-306
030-307
030-308
030-309

TYPE
PRICE
Klein Forming Plier Convex/Flat 130mm.............. £12.99
Klein Forming Plier Round/Concave 130mm....... £12.99
Klein Forming Plier Flat/Round 130mm................ £12.99
Klein Forming Plier Concave/Convex 130mm...... £12.99

RING HOLDING PLIERS stainless steel ring holding pliers ideal
for holding rings while polishing and repairing them. With PVC
grips for ease of use they are perfect for jewellers and crafters.
Box joint construction maintains alignment of jaws, even under
stress.

CODE
030-310

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Holding Pliers............................................... £12.99

MAUN PARALLEL ACTION PLIERS
MAUN PARALLEL ACTION FLAT NOSE PLIER a high quality
plier with smooth flat jaws ideal for general purpose work. The
parallel action allows more secure holding of thin sheet stock etc.
The jaws open to a maximum of 10mm. Length overall 140mm.
Made in England.

CODE
PL4870

TYPE
PRICE
Maun Parallel Action Flat Nose Pliers 140mm..... £19.99
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MAUN SPRUNG PARALLEL ACTION FLAT NOSE PLIER a high
quality plier with smooth flat jaws. The handles are sprung open,
this improves operation time and they are well suited to general
purpose and production work. The parallel action allows more
secure holding of
thin sheet stock
etc. The jaws
open to a maximum of 11mm.
Length overall
140mm. Made
in England.

MAUN DIAGONAL CUTTING NIPPER a high quality diagonal
side cutter which is suitable for cutting hard wire up to 2mm. The
handles are manufactured from pressed steel and are sprung for
ease of use.
Length overall
160mm. Made
in England.

CODE
PL4871

TYPE
PRICE
Maun Sprung Parallel Action Flat Nose Pliers...... £24.99

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
2990160 Maun Diagonal Cutting Nipper............................. £29.99

MAUN PARALLEL ACTION CLAMPING PLIER a high quality
plier with a clamping action and plastic inserts on the jaws to protect the work. The parallel action allows more secure holding of
thin sheet stock and the clamping action allows the pliers to be
used like a hand vice. The handles are sprung open for ease of
use and the jaws open to a maximum of 13mm. Length overall
170mm. Made
in England.

MAUN END CUTTING NIPPER a high quality top cutter which is
suitable for cutting hard wire up to 2mm. The handles are manufactured from pressed
steel and are sprung
for ease of use.
Length overall
160mm. Made
in England.

CODE
PL4802
030-802

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
3010150 Maun End Cutting Nipper..................................... £29.99

TYPE
PRICE
Parallel Clamping Pliers with Plastic Inserts......... £27.99
Replacement Plastic Inserts for PL4802 (Pair)..... £2.99

STANDARD PLIERS

MAUN PARALLEL ACTION SNIPE NOSE PLIER a high quality
plier with flat jaws which taper in width and thickness to a fine
point. Available with smooth or lightly serrated jaws. The parallel
action allows more secure holding of thin sheet stock etc, and they
are suited to the delicate handling of small objects. The jaws open
to a maximum of
10mm. Length
overall 125mm.

CODE
PL4340
PL4330

STANDARD COMBINATION PLIERS a high quality pair of combination pliers manufactured from selected steel with nonslip cushion grip handles. The 28mm jaws are serrated and have a cable
cutter. The inside of the handles also have a serrated grip which is
useful for hold shafts etc. Length 165mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Maun P/Action Snipe Nose Pliers Smooth........... £24.99
Maun P/Action Snipe Nose Pliers Serrated.......... £24.99

CODE
PL1061

MAUN PARALLEL ACTION SIDE CUTTING PLIER a high quality
parallel action plier which also includes a side cutter. The jaws are
lightly serrated and the bottom jaw has a V-groove for holding
small wires etc. The side cutter is constructed so as to take
advantage of the high leverage action of the handles, the cutting
capacity is 2.0mm for hard wire and 1.2mm for piano wire. The
jaws open to a maximum of 11mm. Length overall 160mm.
Made in England.

CODE
PL4951
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DRAPER DIAGONAL SIDE CUTTER a general duty, forged carbon steel diagonal side cutter, hardened and tempered. The cutting edges are additionally induction hardened and suitable for cutting medium/hard wire up to 2.5mm diameter. With polished and
lacquered heads and PVC dipped handles.

CODE
69282
69283

TYPE
PRICE
Maun Parallel Action Side Cutting Pliers.............. £27.99

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Standard Combination Plier.................................. £3.99

-

TYPE
PRICE
Draper Diagonal Side Cutter 130mm................... £6.99
Draper Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm................... £6.99

FA X . 01243 842525
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160MM SOFT GRIP LONG NOSE an Expert Quality plier manufactured to DIN Standards. Drop forged from chrome vanadium
steel, hardened and tempered with additionally induction hardened
cutting edges. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection with heavy
duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. Length overall 160mm.

CODE
68887

TYPE
PRICE
Soft Grip Long Nose Plier 160mm........................ £12.99

200MM SOFT GRIP BENT NOSE an Expert Quality plier manufactured to DIN Standards. Drop forged from chrome vanadium
steel, hardened and tempered with additionally induction hardened
cutting edges. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection with heavy
duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. Length overall 200mm.

CODE
68889

TYPE
PRICE
Soft Grip Diagonal Side Cutter 130mm................ £12.99
Soft Grip Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm................ £12.99

SOFT GRIP HEAVY DUTY DIAGONAL SIDE CUTTERS Expert
Quality side cutters manufactured to DIN Standards. Drop forged
from chrome vanadium steel, hardened and tempered with additionally induction hardened cutting edges. The higher leverage is
achieved by setting the fulcrum point closer to the jaw, increasing
the lever moment. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection with
heavy duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. 2 sizes available:lengths overall 160mm & 180mm.

CODE
68892
68893

TYPE
PRICE
Soft Grip H/Duty Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm.... £14.99
Soft Grip H/Duty Diagonal Side Cutter 180mm.... £15.99

SOFT GRIP END CUTTERS Expert Quality end cutters manufactured to DIN Standards. Drop forged from chrome vanadium steel,
hardened and tempered with additionally induction hardened cutting edges. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection with heavy
duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. Length overall 200mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Soft Grip Combination Plier 160mm..................... £11.99

200MM SOFT GRIP HIGH LEVERAGE COMBINATION PLIER
manufactured to DIN Standards. Expert Quality, drop forged from
chrome vanadium steel, hardened and tempered with additionally
induction hardened cutting edges. The Higher leverage is
achieved by setting the fulcrum point closer to the jaw, increasing
the lever moment. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection with
heavy duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. Length overall
200mm.

CODE
68886

CODE
68890
68891

TYPE
PRICE
Soft Grip Bent Nose Plier 200mm........................ £14.99

160MM SOFT GRIP COMBINATION PLIER an Expert Quality
plier manufactured to DIN Standards. Drop forged from chrome
vanadium steel, hardened and tempered with additionally induction
hardened cutting edges. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection
with heavy duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. Length overall
160mm.
#

CODE
68883

SOFT GRIP DIAGONAL SIDE CUTTERS Expert Quality side cutters manufactured to DIN Standards. Drop forged from chrome
vanadium steel, hardened and tempered with additionally induction
hardened cutting edges. Lacquered finish for corrosion protection
with heavy duty, soft grip handles with slip guards. 2 sizes available Length
overall 130mm
and 160mm.

TYPE
PRICE
S/Grip High Leverage Combination Plier 200mm. £16.99

CODE
69265

TYPE
PRICE
Soft Grip End Cutter 200mm................................ £19.99

WATER PUMP PLIER 250MM a useful plier manufactured from
chrome vanadium steel, hardened, tempered and polished jaws.
The handles have "no-nip" action with cushion grip handles, jaw
capacity 33mm. Ideal for a range of gripping applications including
opening screw tops etc. Length 250mm.

CODE
030-147

TYPE
PRICE
Water Pump Plier 250mm.................................... £5.99
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WIRE CUTTERS
WIRE CUTTER & STRIPPER for cutting and stripping cable up to
6mm dia. Hardened and tempered steel blades with insulated
sprung handles and incorporates an adjustable gauge selector.
Length 125mm.

DRAPER AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER a good quality
adjustable wire stripper with a steel body and nylon moving handle. The wire stripper and cable cutter blade are hardened and
tempered steel. The adjustable jaws have a capacity of 0.26.0mm diameter wire, with a maximum throat depth of 20mm.
Also strips 20mm
wide ribbon
cable. Length
170mm.

CODE
PL0201

CODE
33374

TYPE
PRICE
Wire Cutter/Stripper 125mm................................. £3.99

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER ideal for professional or DIY use,
it has carbon steel blades, alloy steel jaws which are hardened and
tempered, the handles have plastic grips. The insulation is
stripped from wires in a single motion. The handle will also crimp
insulated and non-insulated terminals. Wire stripping range 0.136.0mm/10-26 AWG. Length overall 210mm.

WIRE CUTTER & STRIPPER a versatile wire stripper with seven
stripping stations from 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 4.0 and 6mm and a
wire cutter. Cushion-grip spring-loaded handles, hardened and
tempered steel blades. Length 150mm.

CODE
PL9779

TYPE
PRICE
Wire Stripper 150mm............................................ £7.75

CODE
35385

2 IN 1 WIRE CUTTER/STRIPPER a combined wire cutter and
stripper, cut the cable to length and strip with the other end. The
stripper self adjusts to size. Ideal for low voltage cable 26 to
14awg.

CODE
030-851

Stripping Capacity
38274:- 0.5, 1.2,
1.6, 2mm.
38275:-1, 1.6, 2,
2.6, 3.2mm

TYPE
PRICE
2-in-1 Wire Stripper.............................................. £6.99

CODE
38274
38276
38275
38277

TYPE
PRICE
Wire Stripping Plier 6".......................................... £6.99

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Automatic Wire Stripper 3000AT.......................... £25.99
Spare Jaws for 38274........................................... £9.90
Automatic Wire Stripper 3000BT.......................... £25.99
Spare Jaws for 38275........................................... £9.90

CO-AXIAL CABLE STRIPPER a cable stripper designed to strip
the inner and outer insulation of co-axial cables simultaneously.
Suitable for RG6/RG58/RG59/RG62 cables. The tool requires
manual adjust ment for the different cable sizes, clear instructions
are supplied. After adjustment to the correct cable size, operation
is simple rotating the tool around the cable 4 or 5 times, this cuts
both sheaths which is then removed, the end is ready for connection. Length 105mm.

OUR SHOP IS NOW OPEN AT
100 LONDON ROAD BOGNOR REGIS
Monday - Saturday 9.00 to 5.30
FREE PARKING FOR 2 HOURS
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TYPE
PRICE
Automatic Wire Stripper 35385............................. £23.99

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER a high quality tool which is ideal
for the fast and clean removal of insulation. It features automatic
clamping action and the length gauge facility ensures stripped
ends are uniform. The replaceable blades are accurately notched
and honed to strip four insulation or wire diameters. Spring loaded
handles with comfortable moulded
grip handles.

WIRE STRIPPING PLIER 6" a drop forged and heat treated wire
stripping plier with heavy duty handles with slip guards. Length
overall 6"/150mm.

CODE
030-352

TYPE
PRICE
Draper Automatic Wire Stripper............................ £8.99

CODE
PL2143

-

TYPE
PRICE
Co-axial Cable Stripper........................................ £10.25

FA X . 01243 842525
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CABLE CUTTERS
HEAVY DUTY CABLE/WIRE CUTTER a pair of curved blade cutters made from steel with insulated handles. Features spring
loaded jaws with retention clip. Suitable for cables up to 14mm
dia. Length 160mm.

CK ELECTRICIANS SNIPS manufactured from good quality steel
with comfortable plastic bows. Sturdy wire and cable cutting scissors with wire
stripping notch.
Ideal for use by
electricians, florists
and general
household use.
CODE
030-450

CODE
030-628

CODE
57768

CRIMPING TOOLS

TYPE
PRICE
Heavy Duty Cable/Wire Cutter............................. £5.99

WIRE ROPE/SPRING WIRE CUTTER an expert quality cable cutter for cutting wire rope up to a diameter of 5mm and spring wire
up to 1.5mm diameter. The blades are SK5 high carbon steel,
hardened, tempered and polished. The sprung handles have vinyl
grips and safety lock. Length overall 190mm.

CRIMPING TOOL KIT containing a varied selection of crimp connectors and an insulated crimping tool. Supplied in a hinged plastic case. Comprises of 80 insulated and 40 non-insulated terminals. The crimp
tool incorporates
a wire cutter and
stripper.

TYPE
PRICE
Wire Rope/Spring Wire Cutter 190mm................. £14.69

KNIPEX HARD WIRE CUTTERS
KNIPEX HARD WIRE CUTTERS high leverage diagonal side cutters manufactured from chrome vanadium electric steel, oil hardened and tempered. The cutting edges are separately induction
hardened to 64HRc for cutting piano, hard and soft wires. The cutter has a forged-on pivot which gives extra leverage and cushion
grip handles. 2 sizes are available, length 160mm and 250mm.
Cutting Capacities:- Soft Wire Hard Wire Piano Wire
P55522
4.0mm
2.5mm
2.0mm
P80264
4.0mm
3.5mm
3.0mm

ODE
CTK220

TYPE
PRICE
Knipex Hard Wire Cutter 160mm.......................... £28.99
Knipex Hard Wire Cutter 250mm.......................... £45.99

TYPE
PRICE
Crimping Tool Kit.................................................. £9.99

CRIMPING TOOL for crimping red, blue, black and yellow insulated crimp connectors, it also incorporates a wire cutter, a bolt cutter
and a position for crimping ignition terminals. Length overall
200mm.

CODE
PL0220

CODE
P55522
P80264

TYPE
PRICE
CK Electricians Snips 140mm.............................. £15.50

TYPE
PRICE
Crimping Tool....................................................... £3.45

CRIMPING TOOL for crimping red, blue and yellow insulated and
unisulated crimp connectors, it also incorporates a wire cutter, a
bolt cutter and a position for crimping ignition terminals. Length
overall 240mm.

ELECTRICIANS SNIPS
ELECTRICIANS SNIPS manufactured from good quality stainless
steel with comfortable plastic bows. Sturdy wire and cable cutting
scissors with wire stripping notch. Also fitted with a centre screw
which allows the blades to be tightened or removed for sharpening. Ideal for use by electricians, florists and general household
use.

CODE
13656

TYPE
PRICE
5 Way Crimping Tool............................................ £4.99

WHEN PLACING AN ORDER
PLEASE USE THE FULL ORDER CODE
INCLUDING ANY PUNCTUATION
CODE
030-005

TYPE
PRICE
Electricians Snips 145mm.................................... £7.99

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00
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CRIMPING TOOL FOR BOOTLACE AND CABLE FERRULES
Expert Quality crimping tools, manufactured from drop forged
chrome vanadium steel hardened, tempered and chemically blackened for corrosion protection. 2 types are available: for crimping
bootlace type terminals in most automotive and electrical applications with 7 crimping stations:- 0.25/0.34, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 and
2.5mm2. The tool includes a cable cutter. Length 160mm. The
second tool is used for crimping cable ferrules in most automotive
and electrical applications with nine crimping stations:- 0.5, 0.75,
1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 4.0, 6.0, 10.0 and 16.0mm2. Length 190mm. Both
tools have moulded grip handles.

HEX SERIES RATCHET CRIMPING TOOL for crimping
RG6/RG58/RG59/RG62 cable with F,N, BNC, TNC, UHF, ST,SC
and SMA type connectors. The coax cable should be stripped
before crimping, (coaxial cable stripper such as PL2143 is ideal).
The cable is inserted in the connector which is then placed in the
jaws, the handles are is then squeezed together. The ratchet
action prevents the jaws releasing before the crimp is complete,
the ratchet can be released manually if required. The handles
have comfortable plastic grips. Length 230mm.

CODE
PL2140
CODE
62324
62226

TYPE
PRICE
Crimping Tool for Bootlace Ferrules 160mm........ £10.99
Crimping Tool for Cable Ferrules 190mm............ £10.99

TYPE
PRICE
Hex Series Ratchet Crimp Tool RG6/58/59/62..... £18.99

PUNCH DOWN TOOL
IMPACT PUNCH DOWN TOOL a high quality tool for inserting
wires into telephone master and secondary sockets. The blade is
reversible, one end fixes the 4 wires into the socket without cutting
the tails, the other end has a blade which cuts off the excess wire.
Length 140mm.

RATCHET ACTION CRIMPING TOOL for crimping red, blue and
yellow insulated crimp connectors. The connector is simply placed
in the jaws and the handles are squeezed until the tool re-opens.
The ratchet action prevents the jaws releasing before the crimp is
complete, the ratchet can be released manually if required. Length
225mm

CODE
561-142

TYPE
PRICE
Impact Punch Down Tool..................................... £12.99

TINMANS SHEARS
CODE
PL2136

TYPE
PRICE
Ratchet Action Crimping Tool............................... £14.99

TAMIYA SCISSOR FOR PHOTO ETCHED PARTS a high quality
miniature precision scissor
suitable for cutting photo
etched parts from frets.

RATCHET CRIMPING TOOL FOR 8P8C/RJ45 used for crimping
8P8C/RJ45 modular plugs. Simply strip the cable and place ends
into the plug, the plug is then placed in the jaws, the handles are is
then squeezed together. The ratchet action prevents the jaws
releasing before the crimp is complete, the ratchet can be released
manually if required. The handles have comfortable plastic grips.
Length 230mm.

CODE
PL2138

CODE
74068

JEWELLERS SNIPS a high quality jewellers pattern snip, ideal for
intricate work. Drop forged high carbon steel with hardened and
ground straight blades. The cutting edges which have been additionally hardened for longer life. The handles are double dipped
PVC for comfort during use. Length overall 175mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Ratchet Crimping Tool for 8P8C/RJ45................. £18.99

CODE
67531

CRIMPING TOOL FOR MODULAR FCC68 a heavy duty crimping
tool for use with FCC68 modular connectors. It will crimp 8 position plugs, cuts and strips. The wire is then placed into the plug,
the plug into the tool and then squeeze, this causes the plug to bite
into the cable. The handles are sprung for easy of use with comfortable grips. Length 220mm.

CODE
PL2141
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TYPE
PRICE
Jewellers Snips 175mm........................................ £9.99

JEWELLERS PATTERN TINMANS SHEARS fine quality shears
with hardened and finely ground straight blades, ideal for cutting
out intricate shapes in thin gauge sheet material. Made in
Germany. Length180mm.

CODE
PL0190

TYPE
PRICE
Modular Plug Crimping Tool 8P8C/RJ45.............. £14.99

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Tamiya Scissor for Photo Etched Parts................ £13.99

-

+
TYPE
PRICE
Tinmans Shears Straight...................................... £13.99

FA X . 01243 842525

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
JEWELLERS PATTERN TINMANS SNIPS fine quality shears with
hardened and finely ground straight blades with closed type handles. Ideal for cutting out intricate shapes in thin gauge sheet
material. Made
in Germany.
Length 180mm.

CODE
PL1795

TYPE
PRICE
Jewellers Snips Straight....................................... £17.99

JEWELLERS PATTERN TINMANS SHEARS fine quality shears
with hardened and finely ground curved blades, ideal for cutting
out intricate shapes in thin gauge sheet material. Overall length
175mm.

HAND NIBBLERS
MINI NIBBLER a miniature hand nibbler for cutting sheet materials
in the same fashion as a chassis
punch. The tool is used by placing
the cutter onto the edge of the
material, or for internal cuts
inserting the cutter in a pre-drilled
9.5mm hole. Ideal for trimming,
cutting out slots, rectangles,
large circles or irregular shapes.
Cutting capacity:- soft metals
up to 18AWG and 1/16" soft plate.
Length overall 184mm.

CODE
030-280
CODE
PL0191

TYPE
PRICE
Tinmans Shears Curved....................................... £9.99

TINMANS SHEARS expert quality, forged from selected tool steel
with blades induction hardened and accurately ground. The curvature along the cutting edge improves performance by gripping the
material being cut. ‘No nip’ handles. Length overall 200mm.

CODE
35631

TYPE
PRICE
Tinman Shears 200mm........................................ £18.99

AVIATION TIN SNIPS a pair of compound action tin snips with
straight cut blades. The chrome vanadium blades are serrated for
extra grip. The ‘No nip’ handles are spring loaded and also have
finger slip guards for added safety. Cutting capacity:- aluminium
1.5mm, mild steel 1.2mm. Length overall 255mm.

CODE
PL1187

TYPE
PRICE
Aviation Tin Snips................................................. £4.99

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Nibbler.................................................. £12.99

HAND NIBBLER an expert quality hand nibbler for cutting a wide
variety of materials without bending or distortion. The replaceable
blade has accurately ground edges. The handles are springloaded with a PVC grip and slip guards for added safety. Cutting
capacity:- Sheet
metal up to
1.2mm, plastics
up to 2mm.
Length 255mm.
CODE
PL0195
PL0195B
1010B

TYPE
PRICE
Hand Nibbler......................................................... £14.99
Hand Nibbler Blade.............................................. £3.55
Spare Blade For Monodex Minor.......................... £3.00

UNIVERSAL SNIPS
UNIVERSAL SNIPS suitable for cutting a wide variety of materials
including:- tin plate, copper, aluminium, cables, carpet, rubber,
plastics, leather and card. The blades are manufactured of stainless steel, hardened and tempered for longlife. The bottom blade
edge is serrated for improved grip during cutting. The moulded
grip handles are spring loaded and incorporate a thumb lock.
Overall length 190mm.

RIGHT HAND CUT TINSNIPS 240MM good quality tin snip with
sprung handles for ease of use. Manufactured from high carbon
steel with pvc grips. Suitable for cutting maximum 6mm sheet
material. Length overall 240mm.
CODE
PL0240

CODE
030-217

TYPE
PRICE
Right Hand Cutting Tin Snips 240mm.................. £7.99

WHEN PLACING AN ORDER
PLEASE USE THE FULL ORDER CODE
INCLUDING ANY PUNCTUATION
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00

TYPE
PRICE
Universal Snips..................................................... £9.50

CK HEAVY DUTY CUTTERS
CK HEAVY DUTY SIDE CUTTERS high leverage diagonal side
cutters for soft and medium/hard wire. High capacity with a
smooth, easy cutting action. Length 180mm. Cutting Capacities:Soft Wire 4mm, Medium/Hard Wire 2.5mm.

CODE
030-362

TYPE
PRICE
CK Heavy Duty Side Cutters 180mm................... £19.99
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CIRCLIP PLIER SET

CK HEAVY DUTY TOP CUTTERS high quality top cutter manufactured from hot forged steel with induction hardened cutting
edges. Black lacquered with red comfort PVC handles.
Manufactured to DIN ISO 5478. Length 180mm. Cutting capacity
2.5mm dia
hard wire.

CODE
030-398

CIRCLIP PLIER SET a circlip plier which is supplied with four different heads and each head can be used to fit and remove both
internal and external circlips. The plier and heads are manufactured from pressed
steel, the handles
are sprung and
have comfortable
PVC grips. Of the
four head supplied
2 are straight, a 45°
and a 90° head
is also supplied to
assist when working
in confined spaces.

TYPE
PRICE
CK Heavy Duty Top Cutters 180mm.................... £31.99

MINIATURE BOLT CUTTERS
MINI BOLT CUTTER a miniature cutter with forged centre cut tool
steel jaws. The jaws have been hardened, tempered and chemically blacked for long life. The spring loaded handles have an
adjustable stop and plastic covers and safety lock. They will cut
mild steel up to 3mm max. and soft materials, ie. copper, aluminium up to 4mm max. Length 210mm.

CODE
PL5554

TYPE
PRICE
6 Way Circlip Plier Set.......................................... £8.99

XURON PLIERS & CUTTERS

CODE
36092

XURON TWEEZER NOSE PLIER a high quality plier described as
the ultimate needle nose plier. Precision manufacturing ensures
precise tip alignment so a human hair can be picked up, but the
tips are strong enough for wire forming The jaws are smooth, the
handles feature Xuro-Rubber cushion grips and are sprung for
comfort.

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Bolt Cutter Straight Jaws.............................. £12.99

MINIATURE STRAIGHT/END BOLT CUTTER miniature bolt and
hard wire cutter with a high leverage cutting action. The jaws are
hardened and tempered and chemically blackened. The spring
loaded handles have an adjustable stop and also a safety lock.
Length 210mm.
Cutting Capacity:Piano wire 2.9mm
Hard wire 3.2mm
CODE
PL0028

Length 135mm.

CODE
75584

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Straight/End Bolt Cutter........................ £28.99

XURON ULTRAFLUSH CUTTER a miniature pair of side cutters
with cushion grip sprung handles. The jaws are ground to an ultraflush finish which produces a very clean cut end. The by-pass cutting action reduces the effort required, and this also extends the
tool life. Cutting
capacity 1.2mm
soft copper wire
& plastics.

MINIATURE ANGLED BOLT CUTTER miniature bolt and hard
wire cutter with a high leverage cutting action. The angled jaws
allow working in confined spaces. The jaws are hardened and
tempered and chemically blackened. The spring loaded handles
have an adjustable stop and also a safety lock. Length 215mm.
Cutting Capacity:Piano wire 2.9mm
Hard wire 3.2mm
CODE
PL0018

Length 120mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Miniature Angled Bolt Cutter................................. £28.99

CODE
PL410A

3 in 1 PRO-ACTION BOLT CUTTERS Expert Quality, for cutting
high tensile material up to 40HRc. The cutters are suitable for cutting wire up to 2mm diameter, cutting bolts up to 4mm diameter
and stripping cable up to 4mm diameter. The blade is SK5 high
grade steel with hook closing mechanism. The handles have PVC
vinyl anti-slip grips fitted. Length 230mm. Note this cutter is
NOT suitable for cutting armoured cable.

CODE
64075
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TYPE
PRICE
Xuron Tweezer Nose Plier 450............................. £18.99

SQUIRES GIFT VOUCHERS
Supplied with a quality card
redeemable at any of our exhibition
stands, by mail order or at our shop.
GV5 - Gift Voucher Value £5.00
GV10 - Gift Voucher Value £10.00
GV20 - Gift Voucher Value £20.00

TYPE
PRICE
3 in 1 Pro-Action Bolt Cutters............................... £18.99

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron Ultraflush Cutter 410A................................ £12.99

-

FA X . 01243 842525
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XURON SPRUE CUTTERS a miniature pair of side cutters with
cushion grip sprung handles. The jaws are ground to an ultraflush
finish. The by-pass cutting action reduces the effort required, and
this also extends the tool life. The jaw is tapered to allow cuts in
restricted spaces, an angled jaw version is also available which
further improves working in restricted spaces and are ideal for
working on the inside of a radius. Cutting capacity 1.2mm soft
copper wire
and plastics.

XURON HARD WIRE & CABLE CUTTER a quality hard wire cutter with a high leverage cutting action. The handles are sprung,
have cushion grip covers and a ‘no nip’ action. The hardened jaws
pass completely
ensuring an efficient
cut. Cutting capacity
2mm hard wire.
Length 140mm.

Length 130mm.
CODE
PL2193

CODE
75574
75572

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron Sprue Cutter 410T..................................... £13.99
Xuron Angled Sprue Cutter 420T......................... £18.99

XURON SUPER FLUSH CUTTER high quality Micro-Shear®
flush- cutters. Featuring a tough alloyed steel, state-of-the-art heat
treated, high precision screw, post pivot and ultra precise grinding.
Cuts everything from mylar or thread up to 14 AWG soft wire. With
advanced ergonomically designed Xuro-Rubber™ cushioned
grips, Light Touch™ return spring and glare eliminating finish so
you can work more comfortably and precisely and for longer than
is possible with a conventional cutter.

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron Hard Wire & Cable Cutter.......................... £19.99

XURON TRACK CUTTERS a high leverage cutter specially
designed for cutting nickel silver model railway track from Z to OO.
The handles are sprung and have cushion grip covers. The hardened jaws have a by-pass action which reduces the effort required
and extends the tool life. Cutting capacity:- nickel silver rail Z to
OO. Length 150mm. The New “In-Situ” Patten Cutter is also
available.

CODE
PL2175
030-583

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron Track Cutter Standard Patten.................... £13.99
Xuron Track Cutter In-Situ Patten 2175M............ £14.99

NON-SCRATCH PLIERS
CODE
030-170

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron Super Flush Cutter 130mm........................ £14.99

XURON LX MICRO-SHEAR FLUSH CUTTER a flush cutter suitable for soft wire up to 1.29mm in diameter. Using Xuron's patented blade by pass system ensures that both edges of the material
are cut cleanly rather than compressed as with conventional side
cutters. With cushioned grips and a return spring for greater comfort.

TAMIYA NON-SCRATCH LONG NOSE PLIERS a high quality 2
step adjustable pliers fitted with non-scratch jaws to prevent damage to the item being gripped. The jaws have a 2 step adjustment
and the handles are sprung for ease of use. The handles are fitted
with a pvc grip. Manufactured from chrome vanadium steel, specially treated for durability and to prevent rust. Length overall
170mm.

CODE
74065
CODE
030-999

PHOTO ETCH BENDING PLIERS

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron LX Micro-Shear Flush Cutter..................... £14.99

XURON HIGH PRECISION SCISSOR a high quality scissor with
cushion grip sprung handles. The jaws are accurately ground and
the passing cutting action ensures a clean cut. Ideal for cutting
brass frets.

TYPE
PRICE
Tamiya Non-Scratch Long Nose Pliers................ £19.99

TAMIYA PHOTO ETCH BENDING PLIERS high quality plierS
with extra strong jaws for bending and shaping etch parts. The
jaws are smooth to avoid marking the object, the tip of the jaws are
used for small parts. Use for thin etch parts only. The handles are
sprung for ease of use and fitted with a special coating for excellent grip. 2 types available: 15mm jaw, length overall 130mm.
50mm jaw, length overall 160mm.

Length 130mm.

CODE
PL0440

TYPE
PRICE
Xuron High Precision Scissor............................... £17.99

CODE
74084
74067

TYPE
PRICE
Tamiya Bending Pliers 20mm Jaws..................... £21.99
Tamiya Bending Pliers 50mm Jaws..................... £22.99
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SELF-GRIP WELDING CLAMP

RIVETERS

6 PIECE MINI WELDING CLAMP SET a welding clamp set that
includes: 100mm curved jaw locking plier, 125mm straight jaw long
nose locking plier, 125mm C jaw locking plier, 2 mini magnetic
clamps featuring 45°, 90° and 135°, and a 50mm diameter magnetic earth block.

RIVETER a high quality general duty riveter with a heavy diecast
aluminium body and hardened carbon steel moving handle. The
jaws are chrome molybdenum steel for longlife. Supplied with four
nozzles to accept 2.4, 3.2, 4.0 and 4.8mm aluminium alloy blind
rivets. Supplied with nozzle wrench.

CODE
30959
68942

CODE
030-465

TYPE
PRICE
Riveter 266........................................................... £19.99
Spare Jaws for Riveter 264/265/266/268............. £3.19

RIVETER KIT a good quality DIY riveter with a diecast aluminium
body carbon steel moving handle. The jaws are chrome molybdenum steel. Supplied with four nozzles to accept 2.4, 3.2, 4.0 and
4.8mm aluminium alloy blind rivets. Supplied with approximately
100 assorted rivets, nozzle wrench, all supplied in a plastic carry
case.

TYPE
PRICE
6 Piece Mini Welding Clamp Set.......................... £12.99

LOCKING PLIERS SETS
2 PIECE MINIATURE LOCKING PLIERS a set of 2 miniature locking pliers with adjusting self-locking jaws with quick release action.
Ideal as an extra hand when clamping sheet metal and small pipes
etc. The set includes a 4" curved jaw pair and a 5" pair with long
nose jaws.

CODE
13963
68942

TYPE
PRICE
Riveter Kit 264K.................................................... £24.89
Spare Jaws for Riveter 264/265/266/268............. £3.19

TWO WAY RIVETER KIT DIY users riveter with dicast aluminium
body and carbon steel moving handle with moulded grips. Chrome
molybdenum steel jaws and four nozzles to accept 2.4, 3.2, 4.0
and 4.8mm aluminum blind rivets. Supplied with approximately 100
assorted rivets, Nozzle wrench all in a plastic carrying case.
CODE
030-787

TYPE
PRICE
2 Piece Miniature Locking Pliers.......................... £4.99

CARPENTERS PINCERS
CARPENTERS PINCERS forged from high quality steel hardened,
tempered and the jaws induction hardened. Ball and claw pattern
handles with black paint finish. Length 175mm.

CODE
50829

CODE
19782
68942

BLIND RIVETS AND BACKING WASHERS aluminium rivets with
steel mandrel, supplied in packs of approximately 50, backing
washers are supplied in packs of approximately100
CODE
TYPE
Dia x Head Length
PRICE
13554
Blind Rivet 2.4 x 7mm......................................... £3.25
14007
Blind Rivet 3.2 x 6mm......................................... £3.25
13555
Blind Rivet 3.2 x 10mm....................................... £3.25
14008
Blind Rivet 3.2 x 16mm....................................... £2.99
13556
Blind Rivet 4.0 x 6mm........................................ £3.19
14009
Blind Rivet 4.0 x 10mm....................................... £3.29
14010
Blind Rivet 4.0 x 16mm....................................... £3.35
13557
Blind Rivet 4.8 x 6mm........................................ £3.75
14011
Blind Rivet 4.8 x 10mm....................................... £3.69
14012
Blind Rivet 4.8 x 16mm....................................... £3.99
14013
Backing Washers 2.4 x 7mm............................... £2.49
14014
Backing Washers 3.2 x 8mm............................... £2.49
14015
Backing Washers 4.0 x 11mm............................. £2.79
14016
Backing Washers 4.8 x 11mm............................. £3.69

TYPE
PRICE
Carpenters Pincers............................................... £3.99

CARPENTERS PINCERS Expert Quality, forged from carbon steel
hardened and tempered. Fitted with soft grip handles with slip
guards. Length 200mm.

CODE
72172
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TYPE
PRICE
Heavy Duty Soft Grip Carpenters Pincers............ £8.99
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TYPE
PRICE
2 Way Riveter Kit.................................................. £24.99
Spare Jaws for Riveter 264/265/266/268............. £3.19

-

FA X . 01243 842525

